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BACKGROUND 
The Youth Coordinating Board (YCB) brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the commitment 

and dedication to creating a city that is youth friendly and welcoming.  The innovation from a 20 Community 
wide mapping project in 2006-2009, addressed the transportation barrier for youth accessing programs and 
unearthed the Youth Are Here bus.  This ran for 3 summers with seasoned youth workers building relationships 
with youth ON the bus, connecting them to programs and resources in their communities and providing youth 
work professionals each day.   The key learnings from this experience and the onset of the GO-TO pass program 
for Minneapolis Public schools led us to a partnership in Downtown Minneapolis with the Downtown 
Improvement District and a summer YCB Downtown outreach worker Team.  This team  staffs Nicollet Mall with 
teams of 6 , 5 days a week engaging youth, building relationships, connecting youth to existing resources and  
shifting the climate of downtown to include young people in its design, and culture while creating a safe and 
welcoming environment for all.   

Continuing to learn and build  from these experiences and data while building on the practice of taking 
youth “where they are at” fostering intentional and authentic relationships with youth, and providing youth the 
space to consider and engage in resources and opportunities for them,  the Minneapolis Public Schools looked 
to bring this experience and process to the Minneapolis Public Schools.  

The YCB and the Office of Emergency Management, Safety and Security (EMSS) forged a partnership to 
assist schools in providing a safe and welcoming environment to provide youth outreach services focusing on 
the social and emotional needs of youth during and immediately after school. The team exists in partnership at 
South HS, Roosevelt HS, Henry HS and Wellstone International.  
 
PROGRAM AND AGREEMENTS 

The following are the partnership agreements during the Pilot project: 
 
Agreements: 
 Trained youth outreach workers from the YCB will operate inside the selected Minneapolis Public 

Schools in order to enhance our Positive School-wide Engagement Plans and extend them to the trip 
home  

 Teams will be made up of 4 or less youth workers based on the enrollment or volume  
 The team will be in the building over the lunch hour and then be with students as they leave and in the 

immediate surrounding community (~11am to 4pm)  
 The teams will not be MPS employees so therefore they will not be used as student supervisors or 

expected to act as security for the school  
 The overall program will be managed by EMSS with schools having direct contact with the individual 

teams  
 The first responsibility of the teams will be to learn the unique culture of the school and how they can 

best support and then extend that culture as students leave and board busses or the light rail system  
 Teams will then work directly with youth to connect to services inside and out of the schools to help 

make them as successful as possible 
 

Desired Outcomes:  
 20% increase in student engagement (number of contacts, January-May) 
 10-20% decrease in suspensions for issues in non-classroom areas measured ONLY DURING TIME team is 

on shift. (Year over year comparison, January -May 2014 vs. January-May 2015)  
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Method of Evaluation: 
 Survey of students before and after the program; will be used as part of a qualitative analysis of the YCB 

engagement work 
 Reflections from youth outreach workers will be used as part of a qualitative analysis of the YCB 

engagement work  
 Suspensions for issues in non-classroom areas   DURING TIME ON SHIFT ONLY (Year over year 

comparison). EMSS will pull reports at the end of every month for YCB  
 

RESULTS AND FEEDBACK 
Over 15 YCB Youth Outreach Workers worked in the 4 Pilot schools during the project period.  With 4 

Outreach workers on staff at each school they intentionally connected with youth in 2 ways:  1) Initial, brief, 
targeted engagement NUMBERS (greet, move along, directions) and 2) Intentional, more intense engagement 
NUMBERS (resources, deeper conversation, problem solving).   
 
Over the period of this contract their student engagement numbers were as follows: 
 
School site Initial, brief, targeted 

engagement NUMBERS 
(duplicated) 

Intentional, more intense 
engagement NUMBERS 
(duplicated) 

Percent change in 
suspensions in non-
classroom settings 

Henry 45,860  6,951 -39% 
South (Nov-Dec also) 48,545 7,790 -29% 
Roosevelt/Wellstone 46,931 7,422 +8% 
 

1. STUDENT SURVEYS 
The YCB Outreach Team conducted a year end survey to gage the relevance and importance of a Youth Worker 
team in a school with students 9-12th grade. 
 
The survey design: 

1. On a scale of 1-10 do youth workers make a small or a big difference in your school?  
2. Do you know what the YCB Outreach team does? 
3. Do you feel their presence at your school has made a difference in your school, How? 
4. Have you had a good or bad experience with the team? Describe. 
5. What could the Outreach Team do in the future to be a better team? 
6. Do you believe Outreach workers are a good idea for the schools in the future? Why/Why not? 
7. Describe an impact they made in your life or others while working in the school? 
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Youth survey results (youth surveyed were 9th- 12th grade participants 
1. On a scale of 1-10 do 
youth workers make a 
small or a big difference in 
your school? (small>1,  
big>10) 

 
Average response was 8.4 

2. Do you know what the 
YCB Outreach team does? 
(Responses by Number and 
themes) 
 

Didn’t know 
15 youth did not know. 
Get to class on time and focus on 
homework 

• Make sure we get to class on time 
• Help us with our homework and 

getting to class on time 
• They help us with getting done with 

school 
• Connect to us, They help us with our 

behavior 
• Extra help for our teachers 

Safety 
• Help youth follow their dreams 
• Keep us safe at lunch and the transit 

station 
• They get us safely to our bus, train 

and help police stop harassing us 
 

Relationships  and positive conversations 
• Talk to us and help us out with what 

is going on in our life 
• There always nice to me though, talk 

positive, keep it safe 

Caring adults & mentors 
• They are our mentors in the school, 

community and downtown 
• They work with youth all over city, a 

good resource 
3. Do you feel their 
presence at your school 
has made a difference in 
your school, How? 
 

Provided social and emotional support with positive conversations and energy 
• They helped and talked to me 
• They light up the place more 
• Yes, a big difference  
• Yes, it is way more positive here 
• Yes, they communicated, talk to us and have enjoy us at school 
• Yes, the student to admin interactions seem friendlier 
• They seem like more adults in the school, but they are nicer and more helpful 
• I think it’s given kids an opportunity to talk to a trusted adult about things no one 

else will talk about or help us with  
• People are able to smile and have someone to talk to that cares about us and can 

help us physically be healthy 
• HUGE- help me feel like I can be equal in a relationship, encouraged, make better 

choices and told us what was real 
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3. Do you feel their 
presence at your school 
has made a difference in 
your school, How? (Cont.) 
 

Connections to school resources and 
community opportunities 

• I know more things about my school 
and community that I did not before 

• Yes, we don’t get as much of a hard 
time from our teachers 

Boosted learning engagement 
• Yes, I’m learning things about myself 

that I didn’t learn at school before 
• They helped keep us on track, 

encourage us to get to class 
 

Safer environment  
• Yes, less trouble in school, less 

fighting 
• Those yellow shirts, shiny and bright, 

know they will keep us safe 

Don’t know 
 

4. Have you had a good or 
bad experience with the 
team? Describe. 
 
 
 

Have positive conversations and give good advice 
• They always talked to me and gave me good advice for my choices 
• They always make my day, are nice to me, positive 
• Good, they always greet me and talk about how we are doing (3) 
• They are the best Minneapolis Youth Congress (MYC) leaders and give great advice 
• Teachers act racist to us, but not the youth workers 

Special talents and expertise 
• The basketball championship was 

great, came to our games and got 
other students to attend 

• One taught me martial arts, one 
taught me dance, one taught me 
about life and how our decisions 
affect our life 

Resources and relationships 
• They gave me resources, encouraged 

me and helped me respect my 
teachers and other adults 

5. What could the 
Outreach Team do in the 
future to be a better 
team? 
 

Showcase and lead with expertise of student interests 
• To make music groups in schools for those wanting to pursue all kinds of music 
• Lead a boy support group and girl support group 
• Teach their own classes with all the things they know and do 
• Host events at our school and get students to lead them 

Own space for conversations and time with 
students 

• Have their own room where we can 
talk to them  and know where they 
are 

Encourage positive, engaging culture at all 
schools 

• Teach other adults to be nice to us 
like they are 

Resources and relationships 
• They gave me resources, encouraged 

me and helped me respect my 
teachers and other adults 

Advertise/ market what project is 
• Advertise what you do more 
• Get more of them 
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6. Do you believe Outreach 
workers are a good idea 
for the schools in the 
future? Why/Why not? 
 

Positive and caring adults 
• They are positive all the time, no 

matter what we do 
• Good mentors for youth and leaders, 

need more like them in my school 
• We need more nice adults around us 
• They make our school more whole 

 

Stay focused on goals and stay on track 
• They are a good idea because they 

give us opportunities for a new start  
• They help us stay focused on school, 

and stay on track each day 
• Very good, because kids like me 

reach our goals on time with their 
help 

• We need them to help us 
emotionally to help us follow our 
dreams and do what we need to 

• They don’t want to see us mess up, 
help us like support staff 

Help prevent fights and keep us safe 
• They help  prevent fights and 

understand us 
• YES- 13 

7. Describe an impact they 
made in your life or others 
while working in the 
school? 
 

Focus on school and goals 
• Inspired me to finish and graduate, and finish strong 
• They made me do an essay for college and gave me advice 
• They made me pass my class 
• Helped me finish my work and do the right things 
• Made me want to go out for football more and follow my dreams 
• Made sure we were getting to class and getting this education. 

Feel welcome at my school, positive 
environment 

• They made me feel more 
comfortable in my school 

• Just being happy with life takes you 
down 

• Smiles at my school, comfortable, 
always have someone to talk to here 

• Created and welcoming environment 
in my school 

Confidence in self 
• Made me think good about myself 
• Helped me get a job and brother buy 

a car 
• Always taught us we will make 

mistakes, they happen but we move 
on and do our best. 
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2. YCB OUTREACH WORKER REFLECTION DATA 

After every shift the YCB team met and held a reflection and focused conversation to pass on information that 
was critical or needed attention and to convene to make a plan for the next day at that school with adjustments 
based on the climate of the outgoing day. These reflections were shared with the Project Manager and 
Administrator to pass on information, articulate support or needs of the team and get a sense of what climate, 
culture, challenges and opportunities exist in the schools for students. 
 
The Closing Focused conversation of the day included these questions: 

 
• What caught your attention about this conversation today? 
• What concerns you? What is surprising? What is frustrating  
• What adjustments need to be made for tomorrow? 
• How does this affect your anticipation for your next shift? 

 
HENRY HIGH SCHOOL key themes and insights 

1. Ear to the ground, voice to the sky 
• Kept ear to the ground finding out what the youth were talking about via social media and headed off 

issued WAY before they started. 
• Solid rules in the schools let the team know where we fit it in. One of the team connected well with 

this school, the way it ran, the philosophy and this paved the way for the rest of team to jump right in.  
2. Navigating and understanding social media 
• Were able to identify through Facebook a key car that drove by the school, looking to instigate a fight 

between Asian and African American students.  Team followed the information, shared with school 
security, engage officers over the week, make an arrest and support students in understanding the 
magnitude of what could happen, what did happen and how to talk things through before jumping to 
FB to  guide your efforts.  

3. Cooling potential altercations and high energy among students 
• Staff broke up a fight that was started on FB with groups of male youth at school, converged to  30 

total afterschool and were able to fight in front of YCB team, shake hands, not be filmed on FB and 
officers allowed team the space to break it up, resolve it and not have it manifest in community. 

• School asked YCB member to connect with the  same youth EVERY DAY who gets sent out of class all 
day, connects with this YCB member, school depends on staff to redirect, engage and talk him down 
when he is upset.   

• Team knows the “triggers” in the school to be able to anticipate what may emerge afterschool and get 
the plan in place to address it right away. 

• Turned the SPAN hallway around, began to see some students conducting themselves differently, and 
finding ways to connect to school. 

4. Bringing team talents and gifts to connect with students 
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• One YCB staff engaged with the Drumline class early to support some youth having troubles in the 
class, and attended to provide support to teacher as well.  Eventually both the teacher and the 
community expert left for personal reasons and YCB staff took over leading class with substitute.  
Implemented strong drumline principles, discipline and work ethic to where students that were 
unengaged at HHS, now found a niche, something they did well and established as a foundation at the 
school.  Performed in competition, a drumline battle and at Football game for all of school to see. 

ROOSEVELT/ WELLSTONE HIGH SCHOOL key themes and insights 

1. Partnership with school staff and principal, and programs 
• School and Principals were VERY welcoming to team and our process.  
• Worked in partnership with Beacons around events in the school and engaged students in dance. 
• Partnered with Beacons and afterschool to get youth connected throughout day. 
• Found ways to assist teachers in understanding sometimes a student has a rough morning, rough 

afternoon or it just isn’t their day, but we dig in and try again the next day—supported teachers on how 
to apply this philosophy on “rougher” days. 

2. Utilize elements of Hip-hop and art to connect and build relationships and space 
•  At Wellstone the team used hip hop elements, with the African students and the Latino students  where 

language may have been a  barrier, but found ways to connect build relationships and eventually 
connect to resources and diffuse trying situations. 

3. Affirming and recognizing culture in school and in youth 
• Connected with many students as a Nigerian man, what it means in a family, in a community and in this 

country- really able to empathize with what the students were going through and assist them in making 
good choices and balancing so many expectations. 

• Encourages students to create poems, songs in their own, native language and being proud of being a 1st 
generation student.  

4. School pride and competition 
• Set up friendly competition between SHS and RHS students with both Coaches on board, showed youth 

how to have a sports rivalry that is about pumping up your school and not using violence or disrespect 
to bring down another school.  

• Intentionally weaving and brokering some Northside youth into the student body at Roosevelt after 
family moved, found ways to get them connected, not seen as the “enemy” and find chances to play on 
practice team and tryout next year. 

5. Creating a safe and welcoming environment 
• Assisted group of East African students to begin to take the train again to their home, they had been 

bullied and beat up by other students and did not feel safe until YCB team began to connect on the 
train/ bus. 

• East African YCB staff supported Wellstone teachers, translated, understanding and supporting the 
teachers and youth in understanding perspectives and concerns.  Talks all day in native tongue so youth 
can hear it and feel comfortable.  
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• Supported a group of 20 male students to not “turn up the train today” and offered another narrative of 
what they could do with their energy, engaging them in game of football. 

SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL key themes and insights 

1. Creating space for cultural exploration and understanding 
• In the first 2 weeks the team was able to identify the agitator and catalyst for the fights at SHS.  They 

found that youth did not have a good sense of the cultures they had around them and were operating 
on some uneducated ideas and assumptions.  Uncovered that a Somali flag was missing in the SHS 
showcase of flags across the world and found a way for students to lift their voices to share with 
Administration the significance and being seen and heard.  

• One YCB worker has worked and lived in the SHS community for 15 years knew MANY students, found 
ways to create relevance for the All – Nations school students.  She made challenges with students to 
increase their grades and graduate.  Brought snacks each day to ensure the students could get 
through the day, knowing their home environment and that they were hungry.  

• Found ways to build relationships with some of the “trouble makers” and a few GLBT youth and 
establish some cultural understanding and relevance with each other. 

• YCB team member connected in Cedar Riverside Community and in RHS and Wellstone with many 
immigrant and East African youth. Found ways for them not to be so segregated, and develop “Tiger 
pride” for their whole school community.  Found ways to weave them in with other students and for 
more students to exchange cultural wisdom and customs with each other. 

2. Bringing team talents and gifts to connect with students 
• Taught a dance class, got introduced, kids knew who I was and wanted me to teach it 
• Talked intently with youth, building relationships- youth really wanted to connect around personal 

situations, just to bend an ear( pregnancy, rape, beefs at school) 
• Saw youth in SHS and YWCA working both places and able to implement good behavior, consistent 

messages and building relationships. 
• Invited to Art class to lead painting class, cheer on the choir class. 
3. Navigating and understanding social media 
• Talked about how to handle the pressures of Social media 
• Hypersexual conversations and challenges with young girls- establishing clear and defined boundaries, 

supporting girls in drawing a line with boys.  
• Support girl over 6 months to understand she was being victimized by a “photographer” that did not 

have her best interest in mind and supported her with resources. 
4.  Building relationships, demonstrating good boundaries and opening conversations 
• Teacher reached out for YCB outreach worker to connect with young man, spent many hours talking 

about some of his challenges, rough home life, disengaged at school, contemplated suicide, grandma 
died  and YCB gave him a person to unload and walk around building prior to going into class to get 
him in the space to participate.  Teacher had tried to connect him to multiple people in school but saw 
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the connection with YCB worker.  YCB worker reached out and connected through book he got him on 
Quantum Physics that they talked about each shift. 

• 2 girls shared their plans to commit suicide and not feeling that they fit in anywhere.  They began to 
open up, get connected to a counselor and understand that the family drinking, incest and issues 
doesn’t have to define them. 

• High drug use and conversations about who has what and where to get it, held many conversations 
about what that means culturally and how to make a choice to not use and move forward , even if it is 
without some friends. 

• Was able to connect with many of the schools identified “troublemakers”, was intentional in 
connecting with them and finding things that they were passionate about.  

• Prevented many unwanted pregnancies with prom time, really talking to youth about choices, where 
they were going and talking to the girls what they did not HAVE TO DO, at prom.  

5. Creating a safe and welcoming environment  
• 2 young men, bullied often found solace in one of the YCB team, he found ways to lift their voices 

share their talent and establish them in a peer group to engage and feel that SHS was their school too.  
• Curbing swearing and disrespectful language and what message that sends was a focus so that youth 

could benefit in life.  
• On the Light rail platform- broke up multiple fights, prevented even more fights and found ways for 

Transit police and MPD to see school release time not as a nuisance, but as an opportunity to provide 
safe passage to youth who may be vulnerable.   

6. Connecting youth to goals and achieving them 
• Worked with a teacher at All- Nations to get a student to play softball who was being held accountable 

to non-attendance/no play rule.   The girl was in class, as the YCB team walked her to class, she just 
didn’t speak up in class, and wasn’t noticed. Found way for girl to use her voice, not be scared in class 
and get the attention she deserved.  

• Found ways to “work out” some of the football players and basketball players to really commit to their 
sport and understand all that it means, in mind, body and spirit, with education first! Secured $4 
memberships at the YWCA for a number of the players to continue to stay strong in mind and body. 

• Student who sold cinnamon rolls was able to start her own “business” at the school, and learn all the 
facets of this work.  She established herself among her peers and as a model to others.  

• Supported East African students in sharing concerns and issues with leadership in school of needing a 
consistent and designated prayer space for day.  Opportunity to see how the system works, be leaders 
and stay strong in a cause.  
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School invited / ADDITIONAL work contributed by YCB Team 

• Each team and school saw needs and ways they could be helpful, below is a list of supports and 
“bonuses” each school received by the YCB team’s dedication to young people in these 4 schools. 
 

 700 students field trip to twins game at South High School 
 Girls group weekly at Henry 
 “Behavioral Incentive Basketball Training Sessions" at Roosevelt 
 College admissions /access at South & Roosevelt -10 students totaling $250,000 

received collectively in scholarships and US Armed Force for college. 
 Hosted a table at the Roosevelt College information and planning  night for juniors and 

their parents/guardians 
 Helped students accompanied research on people who are successful in their career 

choice, what professional awards and credentials they received along the way. The 
income they make. And basic information that help the students understand more 
about the career path they want to journey on.       

 Provided network opportunities in the form of informational phone interviews with 
professionals in the line or work the student have chosen as a career. 

 Delivered three work-out sessions with 3 students who are interested in becoming 
entrepreneurs. These sessions provided informal in depth teaching opportunities also 
to encourage, inspire, and congratulate the students to keep following their dreams to 
becoming successful business owners. 

 Peer mediation training collaboration with Wellstone Acad. 
 Collaboration with MPS District office of Black Male Achievement  
 Music & Drum class & Drum line at Henry showcase at Talent show & football game  
 Several informal Elements of Hip Hop workshops 
 Cultural relevance in learning workshop during Black History Month at Roosevelt  
 Created a format and trained the crossing guard students in partnership with RHS 
 Attended several sports events (volleyball, basketball, football, etc. and got great 

student participation 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS for ongoing success 

1. Teachers could be better informed of our team, our work and aim so that they knew how to lean us 
throughout school year, how we can support them and provide meaningful based work. 

2. Team needs a dedicated space for belongings and to be able to have a place to have a conversation with 
a youth when needed. 

3. Get school schedules in advance to know what is going on in each school to promote school spirit and 
pride. 
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IN CONCLUSION 

The YCB Outreach Worker team dedicated 6 hours per day for 30 weeks with almost 50,000 interactions 
with students per school.  A pioneer in the field of youth work, Karen Pittman coined this phrase, “Problem-free 
isn’t fully prepared. And fully prepared isn’t fully engaged.” Supporting youth development is not just about 
building the competencies, confidence, character and connections of our future leaders. It is about actively 
engaging young people in their own development and that of their peers, families, schools, communities, 
cultures and country.  This outlines the process of youth engagement of the YCB team and how they pushed 
forward through the work. 

One of the YCB team wrote in a reflection of her work, is best stated in her quote below. 

“Doing good youth work has a moral dimension because of our responsiveness.  It is something 
we teach by modeling every single day in all our interactions with young people.  Being 
responsive is like a moral virtue, a particular kind of human excellence that we strive for in our 
efforts to understand others and the social world.  It is about “knowing” others; it also has a 
moral dimension because responsiveness, like honesty, courage, justice, kindness, temperance, 
and so on, is concerned with what it is good to be as a human. 
The way I have learned to share about what I do and how I do it in regards to my work with 
young people is to create narratives on lived experiences, being culturally responsive and 
learning young people’s “ways of being”.  “  ~ S. Klouda 

 

The YCB Outreach Worker process is an approach from a youth development perspective. Informal 
education is when learning happens through daily experiences, for example, a young person learns social norms, 
how to dress, talk, walk, etc. based on the people that are most influential in their lives and who they spend 
time with, which is how we are able to both teach and learn with the young people. Young people live complex 
lives and these complexities can and do become apparent within the classrooms and schools.  The  team was 
able to bring our skill sets as seasoned youth workers, model what it is “good to be”, be responsive to the needs 
and complexities of the young people, and teach and learn with them in informal ways to make impacts that will 
never be forgotten.   

YCB team overall provides specialized services to youth that are not currently available in various public 
schools. The team fills the gap of a school system that has been missing opportunities for young people to have 
other options to speak with professionals in a way that allow them be themselves, discover themselves and 
dream of the potential of who they want to be.   The YCB team provides a platform for youth to receive informal 
educational opportunities for them to explore college, jobs, entrepreneurial options and just someone to talk 
with who can help them navigate life experience and dreams. 

 

 

 


